MEMORANDUM TO:

OIC-Office of the Assistant Schools Division Superintendent
Chief Education Supervisors, CID and SGOD
Elementary and Secondary School Principals
Officers-in-Charge
Public and Private Schools

TRAVELLING EXHIBIT: A GLASS OF THE SEA, TEENAGE BRAIN AND FOREVER LAB

Attached is Regional Advisory No. 142, s. 2019 dated July 25, 2019 re: Travelling Exhibit: A Glass of the Sea, Teenage Brain and Forever Lab at Okada, Parañaque City, content of which is self-explanatory.

This is issued for information purpose only and not an indorsement of the activity.

For:

JOEL T. TORRECAMPO
Assistant Schools Division Superintendent
Officer-In-Charge
Office of the Schools Division Superintendent

By:

GALCOSO C. ALBURO
Education Program Supervisor
Officer-In-Charge
Office of the Schools Division Superintendent

Maka-Diyos, Makatao, Makakalikasan at Makabansa
Regional Advisory No. 142 s. 2019
July 25, 2019

Pursuant to DepEd Order No. 8, s. 2013, this Advisory is issued not for endorsement but for the information of DepEd Officials, Personnel/Staff, as well as the concerned public per DepEd Order No. 28, s. 2001 (Visit www.deped.gov.ph)

THE MIND MUSEUM EXHIBIT: A GLASS OF THE SEA AND FOREVER LAB
(per CO Advisory No. 308, s. 2017)

The Period 8 Travel and Tours Inc. and the Mind Museum, organized a Science exhibit at the Upper Ground floor Crystal corridor of Okada, Parañaque City.

It aims to direct the public's attention toward the astounding beauty of marine life, and the importance of conserving biodiversity in the Coral Triangle.

The target audience are learners from both public and private elementary and secondary schools.

For more information, contact:

Maria Teresa A. Teoxon – General Manager
Rommel Tan Teoxon – Sales Manager
Landline numbers: (02) 577.41.93/ (02) 664.12.56
Mobile number: 0939.914.95.45
Email address: mteat_172000@yahoo.com
period8tours@gmail.com
Attention: MR. WILFREDO E. CABRAL  
OIC - NCR - Director  
Department of Education  
Quezon City

Subject: Letter for Endorsement

Dear Mr. Wilfredo E. Cabral:

Warm Greetings!

PERIOD 8 TRAVEL AND TOURS INC and THE MIND MUSEUM put up a travelling exhibit located at the Upper Ground Floor Crystal Corridor of Okada Manila, Paranaque City, called A GLASS OF THE SEA, TEENAGE BRAIN AND FOREVER LAB.

A Glass of the Sea is a science exhibit about an expedition on the Coral Triangle of the California Academy of Science. It is an immersive, interactive and constantly updated exhibition on the astounding discoveries being made by the California Academy of Sciences in the Verde Island Passage within the Coral Triangle. It is conceived and created by The Mind Museum, in collaboration with CAS and supported by USAID. It uses creative and interactive multimedia technology. It has 3 Modules:

Story of the Sea- Wherein the students will learn about the Coral Triangle, in this module they will learn that the Philippines is the center of the center of the Marine Biodiversity which is the Verde Island Passage that can be found between Mindoro and Batangas. It has a panoramic screen that show astounding videos from the actual CAS expedition in Verde Island Passage.

Story of the Science of the Sea- A library of different marine creature discovered at Verde Island Passage, the creatures (a variety of New and old) around 7-12 new species per hour is being discovered at VIP. Wooden panels etched with a creature can be placed on a counter with an NFC-reader.

Story of your Role in the Sea- Shadow sculpture with the use of trash form the sea and narrative of how marine debris affects marine life, the source of is impact and our responsibility towards environment. There are activities which aim to deepen the understanding of the exhibition’s core principles (species diversity, discovery and exploration and conservation).

Teenage Brain is an amazingly unique house because it is neither the brain of a child nor an adult. It is a walk-through, mind- through of a teenager’s world, beyond the myths and stereotypes, based on the most recent scientific studies on the teenage brain.

Forever Lab is a visual exposition of the story of the human quest for long life. It consists of 5 Modules including different beliefs on how to live longer, playful future speculation on how an average person 148 years old of age likely be spending her years.

May we therefore request your kind office for an endorsement of our science exhibit.

Thank you very much, hoping for your approval action on this matter and more power.

Very truly yours,

Maria Teresa A. Teoxon  
Operations Manager  
Period 8 Travel and Tours Inc.
Discover why the marine environment of the Philippines is the MOST DIVERSE in the world. Know the science. Protect our seas.

Verde Island Passage (VIP) in the Philippines is dubbed by the California Academy of Sciences as the “center of the center of marine biodiversity”.

A Glass of the Sea is an exhibition about the rich marine biodiversity in the Philippines. It aims to boast of the astounding beauty of marine life, and the importance of conserving biodiversity in the Coral Triangle.

Visit us and learn about the astounding discoveries made by the California Academy of Sciences in our very own Verde Island Passage (The Heart of the Coral Triangle) in the hopes of spreading appreciation on marine life and conservation.

Visit us at Okada Manila, Upper Ground Floor, Crystal Corridor, New Seaside Drive, Entertainment City, Paranaque City.
IF THE TEENAGE BRAIN WERE A HOUSE, WHAT WOULD IT LOOK LIKE?

Enter this “fun house” to discover the FACTS and MYTHS about the teenage brain!

Be amazed as you find out why the teenage body clock is different, why they learn so much in so little time, why their hearts easily blush or break, why they hardly talk or understand their parents, why they do not seem to think of the future and why their friends seem to matter more than their family.

What will you do if you live to be 150?

Do we now know what it takes to make us live “forever”?

Find out as you search for the answers in the Forever Lab exhibition.

Forever Lab is a visual exhibition of the story of the human quest for longer lives.

A collection of experiences and objects that examine our personal and cultural quest for longer lifespans, and the personal & social implications if we succeed in this endeavor. The Forever Lab exhibition may leave you pondering about the impact of the food we eat, work lifestyle, laughter and even marriage, on living longer.

Write and post your thoughts on the questions “What hobbies would you take up if you lived to be 150? How many lovers would you like to have? If you were 150 years old, what would you tell the youngest member of your family?”

Visit us at Okada Manila, Upper Ground Floor, Crystal Corridor, New Seaside Drive, Entertainment City, Parañaque City.